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Holidays and Rituals
Neglected Seedbeds of Virtue

Amitai Etzioni

On May , , the board of the National Association of Securities Deal-
ers (the parent organization of NASDAQ) announced that it planned to
open an evening trading session for stocks between : p.m. and : or
: p.m. NASDAQ president Richard Ketchum added, “there may come
a day when we trade  hours.”1 Actually, a “/ week” was already at
hand. People can trade stocks and much else twenty-four hours a day,
seven days a week (including holidays), on the Internet. In a society that
has made economic advancement a key value while downgrading others,
people dedicate more and more of their time to work and commerce, and
less to family, community, and holidays. Although the per capita hours in
the formal workweek have not increased much, many people work over-
time and take work home, and, above all, more members of the family
now work outside the household.

The rise of cyberspace presents a qualitative jump in the scope of op-
portunities to work and trade because it knows neither clock nor calendar
nor holidays. For those who seek to trade or labor within the Internet’s
rapidly expanding confines, any time is as good as any other. While in the
“old” pre-Internet world, banks still closed at certain hours on certain
days, rapidly rising e-banks are operational at all times. And while some
shops stay open late-nights and weekends, only on the Internet can one
safely assume that time, day, and date do not matter. There is no day of
rest for the Internet mailman; email flows into one’s PC nonstop. In short,
cyberspace has no Sabbath—nor Christmas nor Yom Kippur. Cyberspace
stands to eradicate whatever remains of “institutionalized” barriers, that is,





those that are used to separate and protect the sacred from the profane,
the social and spiritual from labor and commerce.

In examining these transformations in society’s attitudes toward work,
rest, and holidays, the family dinner is a fine indicator of the changes that
have taken place, as well as a ritual of importance. Once upon a time,
many families sat down for dinner together at a set time. All members of
the family were expected to be present. Family discussions and normative
deliberations took place.2 (True, in many earlier societies, there were no
set meals. And in s America, the conversation over dinner may have
been dominated by the father or his views and may have reinforced values
that few would seek to uphold today.) In recent years, increasingly it
seems, families rarely dine together, due in part to conflicting schedules
and changing roles within families (the movement of women into the
workforce, etc.).3 And if they do, they often watch TV while they eat.

In reaction to this trend, some efforts have been made to restore tradi-
tional holidays. One day before the announcement of the board of NAS-
DAQ, the Central Conference of American Rabbis, the board that guides
Reform Jews, voted to call on its members to return to the observance of tra-
ditional rituals such as observing the Sabbath, wearing a skullcap, and keep-
ing kosher.4 Numerous other religious groups, including almost all Christ-
ian denominations, have initiated drives to renew religious commitment
among their members through increased dedication to holidays and rituals.

Efforts to secure more room for family, community, religious life, and
holidays rarely seek to simply restore tradition. They often do not consti-
tute a simple call for a return to the past, to observe rituals and tenets “be-
cause that’s the way we’ve always done things” or “because that is the way
the Lord or the scripture commands.” Instead, society faces still more
choice; its members are challenged to examine which rituals they will
adapt and which new rituals they will develop to protect the “sacred” from
the profane. These efforts include such innocuous steps as defining places
where cell phones will be turned off and declaring that bringing laptops to
places of worship is inappropriate. (Amtrak now has a “silent” car on
some of its trains.)5 More important, efforts may include restoring the
Sabbath as a day of rest and reflection and restoring the family dinner, or
perhaps dedicating one day of the week to “family time,” which could be
reserved for family activities.

If one needs a symbol for the growing need to choose one’s rituals in-
stead of merely following or reinstating traditional rituals, it may be the
family dinner. Unless NASDAQ traders plan to have dinner at : p.m.
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or so, they are extremely unlikely to share a meal with their families on
weekdays—unless they choose to miss the evening session. Most other
members of society have long faced the decision of whether, given their
busy households and conflicting schedules, they should plan to come to-
gether for dinner—at least on some agreed days of the week. Indeed, addi-
tional deliberate choices are involved: Those who seek weekday dinners
that are occasions where family members can truly communicate with one
another must formulate “policies” on matters such as turning off the TV,
not answering the phone, and staying at the table until an agreed time.
The same now increasingly holds for weekends and holidays.6

Selective observance, rather than a simple return to tradition, has be-
come the norm. This is evident when one compares those rituals various
individuals and groups seek to uphold or adapt versus those they choose
to abandon. These are decisions that are increasingly made on the basis of
what seems meaningful to the contemporary generation rather than on
what is handed down from earlier ones. Observing the Sabbath thus may
well be one of those rituals that many find meaningful because they see
the virtue of securing time away from economic activities. At the same
time, the Jewish tradition of women purifying themselves in a public
bathhouse (mikvah) after they menstruate may well be one of those rituals
that lack the same contemporary conviction for most.

I am not suggesting that tradition will play no role. It is one major
source of options that people consider, but it is not the depository of the
answer. In effect, religion can be viewed as a place where earlier ap-
proaches have been preserved so that members of contemporary societies
may reembrace them. Contemporary individuals do so not merely because
that is the way they are commanded by religious authorities or because it
is what they have learned from their forefathers and mothers, but because
they find elements of these traditions compelling and meaningful. The
way people plan weddings these days is a case in point. Various alternative
rituals are considered, from traditional nuptials to newly composed vows,
tailored to the particular couple.7

Some of these decisions people are able to render as individuals and as
families, for instance, whether or not—and when—to attend church.
Other choices, though, require communal dialogues and shared decisions,
for instance, whether committee and board meetings, which are increas-
ingly conducted via email, will be conducted only on workdays and dur-
ing “regular” hours (whatever that means) or whether they will go the way
of twenty-four-hour stock trading.
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Thus, editing and limited reengineering of holidays (rituals included)
take place constantly, drawing on both new designs and old patterns. How
effective this is, and can be, is a major subject for social scientists, as it cur-
rently remains largely unstudied.

Social scientists have long focused on the family as the institution that ini-
tiates the socialization process, and, in this context, much attention has
been paid to the effects of family composition and structure and of the
rise of other childcare institutions on the outcomes of socialization. Con-
siderable attention has also been accorded to schools as agents of social-
ization. (In the past few decades, leaders and members of society at large
have addressed these matters using code words such as “family values” and
“character education.”) Many social scientists have also studied the role of
communities (and within them, voluntary associations and places of wor-
ship) and national societies as seedbeds of virtue, that is, as places that cul-
tivate normative behavior.

In sharp contrast, social scientists have given little consideration over
the past decades to the function of holidays and rituals in general and to
their role as seedbeds of virtue in particular. The term “holiday” does not
even appear in the index of the sixteen volumes of the otherwise rich and
elaborate International Encyclopedia of Social Sciences (); it is not listed
in the indexes of the American Sociological Review or the American Journal
of Sociology from  to , nor can the term be found in the Encyclope-
dia of Sociology (). There is also no entry for “holiday” in the Encyclo-
pedia of Community ().

This book seeks to contribute to the development of a theory of holi-
days. (For the purposes of this work, the term “holidays” is used to encom-
pass both holidays and rituals because rituals generally serve the same
basic role as holidays in society. Select cases may demand that we distin-
guish between the two terms; when such cases arise, we will do so.) Holi-
days are defined as days on which custom or the law dictates a suspension
of general business activity in order to commemorate or celebrate a par-
ticular event.8 They are symbolic in the sense that their essential elements
(activities, foods, rules) cannot be substantively explained—the connec-
tion between these elements and the holiday they belong to is arbitrary.
Just as a nation’s flag evokes much more reverence than the piece of cloth
it is made of, so does a glass of wine used during religious rituals evoke
much more reverence than one consumed in a bar.
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Holidays and rituals are repetitive rather than one-time events. A
demonstration that occurs once will turn into a ritual only if repeated
over several years, in basically the same format. In this limited sense, ritu-
als are part of tradition. They reaffirm communal bonds (although they
may reaffirm some bonds at the same time that they undermine others);
they are concerned with normative dimensions of society (because they all
reinforce some values); and they are dramatic in the sense that in order to
communicate effectively they employ narratives, displays, or some other
three-dimensional, theaterlike performance.9

This book starts by examining Émile Durkheim’s well-known contribu-
tions and then suggests ways in which they may need to be extensively
modified in order to further develop a more comprehensive theory.10 This
volume also raises theoretical issues not directly addressed by Durkheim.
To proceed, we draw on public accounts, personal observations, and find-
ings culled from studies by contemporary social scientists, either previ-
ously published or specifically prepared for a conference that inspired this
volume.11 (These papers focus on Western, especially American, society.
The study of the same issues in other kinds of societies requires a separate
undertaking.)

Because Durkheim’s work has been systematically analyzed, well re-
viewed, and effectively summarized, very little is to be gained by a reanaly-
sis of Durkheim here.12 The main relevant points, following Durkheim’s
functional approach, are merely listed briefly:

(a) Profane (secular), routine, daily life—the conduct of instrumental
activities at work and the carrying out of household chores—tends to
weaken shared beliefs and social bonds and enhance centrifugal individu-
alism. For societies to survive these centrifugal, individualistic tendencies,
they must continuously “re-create” themselves, by shoring up commit-
ments to one set of shared (“common”) beliefs and practices.

(b) Rituals provide one major mechanism for the re-creation of a soci-
ety in which members worship the same objects and share experiences
that help form and sustain deep emotional bonds among the members.

(c) The specific elements of rituals, as well as the objects that are wor-
shiped or celebrated in rituals—be they colored stones, woodcuts, or
practically anything else—have no intrinsic value or meaning. It is the so-
ciety that imbues these objects with significance, and, thus endowed, the
objects become the cornerstones of the integrative rituals built around
them.
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Viewed this way, religious services on weekends serve to reinforce the
commitments that have been diluted during the week. Holidays, in this
context, are seen as supraweekends, as especially strong boosters of com-
mitments and bonds.13

To put it in more Weberian terms, on weekdays, which are dedicated
to work and commerce, people tend to abandon their commitments to
shared values and communities; during holidays these commitments and
shared values are reaffirmed. Hence, when holidays deteriorate, so do
moral and social order. Durkheim hypothesizes that rituals (the term he
uses rather than “holidays”) correlate negatively with societal disintegra-
tion (defined as excessive individualism).14 This statement, we shall see,
can serve only as a first approximation. Actually, the relationships be-
tween holidays and the reinforcement of values and bonds is much more
complex than Durkheim’s theory suggests. But before I can both build
on this theoretical foundation and seek to modify it, a brief method-
ological note.

Holidays as “Global” Indicators

Holidays have a special methodological merit that makes them particu-
larly attractive to students of societies: They provide indicators that help
us to ascertain the attributes of large collectives. In studying societies, so-
cial scientists often rely on measurements based on aggregate data about
myriads of individuals, objects, or transactions such as public-opinion
polls, economic statistics, and census data.15 For various reasons not ex-
plored here, such aggregated data are best supplemented with indicators
that tap directly into collective attributes of the macro social system being
studied, sometimes referred to as “global” measurements.16 For instance,
in order to characterize a polity it is useful not only to determine the vot-
ing and alienation rates of millions of citizens but also to establish
whether there are two dominant political parties or numerous small ones
and whether there is a written constitution. These are significant macro
(or “system”) attributes not derivable from data about the attributes of
citizens or from other aggregates.

In studying the belief systems of a society by using global indicators, re-
searchers have drawn on various cultural products, such as books consid-
ered to “typify” a particular group (e.g., novels by William Faulkner as a
reflection of the “mind” of the South) or major speeches by public leaders
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(e.g., those of Martin Luther King Jr. or Louis Farrakhan as representa-
tions of the African-American community). Using such cultural products
as indicators seems unavoidable when one deals with earlier periods such
as ninth-century feudalism in France, from which only a very limited
amount of such material is available. However, for contemporary societies,
cultural products are available in huge quantities and their contents vary
greatly. Hence, choosing a particular book, movie, or speech as indicative
of a period and system of beliefs is often difficult to justify, and analyzing
all of them (or even a random sample) is an onerous task (even when set-
ting aside questions that arise from trying to determine the proper uni-
verse to be sampled, such as whether one should include imported books
and movies). In contrast, the ways holidays are celebrated—whether their
focus is nationalist, militarist, or religious; whether they are dominated by
merchandising and conspicuous consumption or dedicated to public ser-
vice; whether they take place in people’s homes or in public spaces; and so
on—offer effective and parsimonious global indicators. Moreover, data
about the ways holidays are celebrated in a particular society are often not
available for countries in which one can neither conduct reliable public-
opinion polls nor collect other kinds of aggregate data, such as Tibet.

Using holidays as sociological indicators might be rather misleading if
the focus is only on the content of the occasions, for instance, how reli-
gious or secular they are. To the extent possible, it is desirable to deter-
mine the rough number of the participants, the extent of their involve-
ment, and any specific attributes that distinguish them from other mem-
bers of a society. For instance, observation of a Promise Keeper ritual in
 revealed that most who attended were male and white.17

To point to the merits of observing holidays as a source of data and in-
sight into the belief systems of a society is not to argue that such data are
fully accurate or can be relied upon as the sole source of evidence. Holi-
days, like other cultural products, tend to offer a somewhat refractory
reading of society.18 Thus, one cannot rely on the finding that many in
India watch MTV to conclude that they are becoming Americanized. In-
deed, studies show that when members of different ethnic groups watch
the same TV program, they see rather different things.19 Nor can one
necessarily conclude that because Times Square in New York City and
several other such sites in major cities are crowded with jubilant people
on New Year’s Eve, the country is in a happy mood. I merely suggest that
observations about holidays provide one important and relatively accessi-
ble source of global data about the beliefs and other attributes of a given
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society. The resulting readings, like those of other indicators, need to be
compared with other sources of data.

Finally, it should be noted that, unlike many other measurements (GDP
levels, for instance), which are social science constructs or artifacts, holi-
days are both a social phenomenon of considerable sociological interest in
their own right as well as a source of data on a society at large. Hence,
those who study holidays reap a double benefit: They advance our under-
standing of a set of specific social phenomena, and they cast light on the
community or society in which they are celebrated. All this suggests that
holidays deserve much more sociological attention than they have received
in recent decades and points to the merits as well as the limits of using
holidays as macrosociological indicators.

Holidays as Socialization Agents

To move beyond the Durkheimian starting point, one must recognize that
Durkheim basically treats all rituals (holidays included) as if they are of
one kind, in the sense that they all fulfill one societal “function”: fostering
integration by reinforcing shared beliefs.20 To put the same proposition in
somewhat different sociological terms, holidays serve to socialize members
of a society as well as to reaffirm their commitments to values, and as
such, holidays serve to sustain the integration of society. (Socialization, it
is widely recognized, is not limited to the young; adults are continuously
socialized in the sense that social processes and resources are dedicated to
recommit adults to existing beliefs or introduce them to new ones.)

Although there is no reason to doubt that all holidays, to some extent,
serve a socializing function, I suggest that (a) different holidays play differ-
ent societal roles—indeed, no two holidays serve the same societal role—
and (b) not all holidays are integrative. (The last proposition assumes that
one holds constant one’s frame of reference; a holiday may be integrative
for one group or another but may not be integrative for the society at
large, as Durkheim suggests.)

To proceed, one must first note that there is no agreed-upon typology
of holidays to draw on, let alone one based on the societal roles fulfilled
by various holidays. Some scholars have arranged holidays by the seasons
they mark; others have called attention to each holiday’s role in the lives
of the individuals involved (rather than to the societal roles of holidays);
still others see holidays as largely rooted in history.21 I attempt here to
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provide a typology based on the varying societal roles fulfilled by different
holidays.

Probably the most important distinction among holidays from this
viewpoint is between those that use narratives, drama, and ceremonies to
directly enforce commitments to shared beliefs—which I shall refer to as
recommitment holidays—and those that fulfill this role indirectly by re-
leasing tensions that result from the close adherence to beliefs, which I
term tension management holidays.22 One and the same holiday may work
in both ways, but my own very preliminary and informal survey suggests
that, in those societies I am familiar with, each holiday serves in one way
more than in the other. (However, such a primacy is changeable over time,
as we shall see below.)

Recommitment holidays are most familiar; they are the ones that
Durkheim had in mind, and they are commonly associated with his inte-
gration thesis. Easter and Passover are typical holidays of recommitment.
Easter dramatizes and extols the essential message of Christianity: the res-
urrection of Christ, the joy and fulfillment of redemption, and the rebirth
and reaffirmation of faith. The holiday is marked by specific and elaborate
rituals such as services at sunrise and the use of rousing music to celebrate
the Resurrection. Passover is built around the reading of the Haggadah, a
narrative openly dedicated to socialization with a special focus on chil-
dren. The Passover Seder ritual is rich with symbols that entail reaffirma-
tion of one’s commitment to the beliefs of political liberty, deliverance by
a supernatural force, and the perseverance of Judaism as a distinct cultural
identity and tradition. The implied sociological-Durkheimian hypothesis
is that those who share the particular Christian or Jewish beliefs at issue
and who participate in these holidays will be more committed to the
shared beliefs and institutions of their respective communities after par-
ticipation than they were before. (To test this proposition by comparing
the intensity of beliefs of those who participate in said rituals to the inten-
sity of beliefs of those who do not participate is somewhat more difficult,
due to the effects of self-selection.)23

While holidays of recommitment are expected to directly serve social-
ization and societal integration, holidays of tension management are ex-
pected to serve societal integration indirectly and therefore pose a higher
risk of malfunction. Holidays of tension management include New Year’s
Eve, Mardi Gras, Purim, Oktoberfest, and their equivalents in other cul-
tures. (Whether or not Halloween belongs in this category is a matter of
considerable conjecture, which cannot be resolved here.24 April Fools’ Day
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also belongs in this category, although it is hardly a holiday.) During these
holidays, mores that are upheld during the rest of the year are suspended
to allow for indulgence, and some forms of behavior usually considered
asocial, and hence disintegrative, are temporarily accepted.

Anthropologists report that in some societies there are holidays in
which daughters-in-law are permitted to insult their mothers-in-law. New
Year’s office parties are known for suspending mores against excessive
consumption of alcohol and sexual infidelity. During Mardi Gras in New
Orleans, thousands of students expose themselves on the balconies in the
French Quarter. Jews, usually warned against interrupting their studies of
scripture for idle chatter and even for appreciation of aesthetic beauty, are
allowed to play games on Purim.

In theory, tension management holidays are expected to indirectly con-
tribute to the reinforcement of shared beliefs and institutions by releasing
tension that results from conformity to societal beliefs and the behavioral
prescriptions they entail. The underlying theoretical assumption is that
people cannot be fully socialized and that sublimation will not be fully
successful. Therefore, the reasoning follows, there will be a significant and
accumulative residue of alienation to all commitments, even if they are
not imposed by some foreign power or cultural or political elite.25 Occa-
sional release of this tension is expected to enhance socialization (and re-
socialization).

The extent to which tension management holidays, which tend to occur
every few months, actually serve to vent tension, or at least keep it at a low
level, has, as far as I can establish, not been a subject of empirical study.
There seems to be no systematic evidence that people who return to work
after New Year’s Day have a stronger commitment to their duties than be-
fore, although Jack Santino suggests that people do return to work “psy-
chologically refreshed” after the holidays. (He does not suggest how long
such “refreshment” lasts.)26 The proposition that holidays fulfill such a
role should be treated as a hypothesis rather than a finding.

Tension management holidays that set clear time limits are expected to
be more integrative than those that do not. (“Time limits” refer to points
in time after which participants are expected to return to the conformist
modes of behavior that reflect shared societal beliefs.) It is as if society
fears that once its members experience the raw satisfaction that results
from suspended mores, members might be reluctant to return to the
tighter restraints of their social roles. (A similar point has been made
about people recovering from an illness who are reluctant to return to
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work because of the “secondary gains” of being sick, that is, being legiti-
mately exempted from numerous duties such as working and attending to
household chores. Physicians—and rules governing sick pay—are used to
curb such tendencies.)27 Thus, Mardi Gras is followed by a recommitment
on Ash Wednesday. New Year’s Eve is followed in the United States by one
day of vacation (New Year’s Day), but there is a clear expectation that on
the following day people must return to work. Several religions set a clear
time limit on mourning and for the conclusion of other rituals, as Judaism
does at the end of the Sabbath. In contrast, for secular mourning there is
no clear time limit.

Bachelor and bachelorette parties, which presumably serve to vent ten-
sion on the eve of weddings, are bounded by the wedding date itself. They
also provide a telling case of how “tension management” holidays may
cause tension rather than relieve it. Weddings in contemporary America
are not fraught with the same level of tension they may have generated in
earlier generations, but conduct in these rituals that violates norms, espe-
cially infidelity, can cause tension in the marriages that follow. Similarly,
New Year’s Eve office parties may now offer less tension relief than they
did in earlier generations, as work relations have grown more informal
and less hierarchical. These parties can, however, generate a considerable
amount of tension if behavior strays beyond the norms to a greater extent
than is allowed, as in practically all tension management holidays. Teasing
the boss may be acceptable; going off on a public drunken tirade about his
or her misconduct may not be, and so on.

The relative importance that a society attaches to recommitment versus
tension management holidays is an indicator of the state of its value in-
tegrity and enforcement. In Israel, during the pioneering days when com-
mitments to hard work and the common good were paramount—espe-
cially in the collective settlements, as well as in earlier, more religious peri-
ods in the Jewish diaspora—value reinforcement holidays were much
celebrated, while those of the tension management variety were given
short shrift. Passover was a major holiday during both of these eras, while
Purim was notably less important.

As stated previously, the Passover Seder is used to retell and share with
children the importance of freedom, as well as other values, through the
reading of the Haggadah, the holiday’s main text. (These readings vary ac-
cording to which Jewish group has revised the particular Haggadah used.
There are homosexual, feminist, and socialist Haggadot aside from the tra-
ditional ones, though all serve to reinforce values.) As in all holidays and
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rituals, Passover uses symbols to communicate its lessons. These symbols
are concentrated around the items arranged on the Seder plate, which
stand for the bitterness of slavery (bitter herbs), the sweetness of redemp-
tion (charoset), and the “passing over” of the Israelites when the Egyptians
were struck by the tenth plague (lamb shank bone). The lineup and signi-
ficance of these items varies somewhat from community to community.
Many feminists, for instance, add an orange to the plate, a practice that
began as a rejoinder to a rabbi who stated that women belong on the
bimah (dais for leading prayers) the way “an orange belongs on the Seder
plate.”

Purim, in contrast, is a quintessential tension management holiday. The
holiday begins with a reading of the Megillah, a scroll containing the Book
of Esther. However, the reading of the Megillah is no solemn affair. Chil-
dren and adults may come in costume, and whenever the name of the vil-
lain of the story is read aloud, the congregation hisses, stomps their feet,
or shakes noisemakers. Once the reading of the Megillah concludes, cele-
brants are expected to consume alcoholic drinks—according to tradition,
one is supposed to become so intoxicated that he cannot distinguish be-
tween Haman, the villain, and Mordecai, the heroic cousin of Esther.

Over recent decades, as commitment to traditional kibbutz values has
declined in Israel, Purim has moved up at least a notch or two, if not
more, in Israelis’ esteem. Passover is still a major holiday, but not as central
as it used to be. While we don’t have a holiday in the United States whose
decline in importance exactly parallels that of Passover in Israel, Hal-
loween, like Purim, has escalated in importance over the last few
decades—during the same years that the seedbeds of virtue are said to
have thinned out.28

As with all historical comparisons, if one uses changes in the relative
weight of recommitment versus tension management holidays as an indi-
cator of the state of the values of the community or society involved, one’s
observations will be affected by the baseline used, that is, whatever earlier
period one chooses to compare to current or more recent events. Thus,
compared to the s, holidays in the contemporary United States may
well seem less oriented toward recommitment and more toward tension
management, but this observation will change if one uses, say, the s as
one’s baseline. Elizabeth Pleck notes that tension management holidays
(which she calls “carnivalesque”) used to be much more prevalent during
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries: There were shooting matches at
Christmas, gander pulling on Shrove Tuesday or Easter Monday, and sex-
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ual orgies on Pinkster. She views the decline of rowdy, bawdy celebrations
over the last two centuries as the result of a decreasing willingness of the
middle class to tolerate “routine rowdiness as a form of cathartic release
among the lower orders, especially lower-class men.”29 This attitude grew
out of middle-class Victorian conventions, an increasing focus on family
privacy, and the general rise of holidays as “domestic occasions.” With the
decline of the carnivalesque celebrations came the rise of home- and fam-
ily-centered American rituals such as Thanksgiving.30

Gary Cross’s essay in this volume is an illustration of the ways in which
the very nature of holidays themselves can transform over time. Cross
traces the evolution of American holidays from their “carnivalesque” be-
ginnings to the “child-centered” rituals that we see today. He argues that
nineteenth-century reforms have made contemporary American holidays,
which tend to focus on the innocence of “the wondrous child,” unrecog-
nizable from the rowdy celebrations of the nation’s past.

In other words, when recent times are compared to the s, one finds
that tension management holidays have declined and that those of the re-
inforcement variety have increased. That is, as we change the baseline, so
changes the magnitude of difference between the baseline period and re-
cent and/or current times. Nonetheless, whatever baseline one uses, holi-
days can still inform us about changes in the level of recommitment and
tension in a given society.

In testing the preceding hypotheses, and others that follow, one must
take into account that while holidays are largely of one kind or the other,
they are not pure types. A recommitment holiday may include some op-
portunities for indulgence and suspension of mores (for instance, those
entailed in work), and tension management holidays may include some
recommitment (for instance, prayers), but the dominant activities tend to
be of one kind or the other.

Unity, Diversity, and Relations among the Parts

Critics may question whether a functional analysis of holidays biases the
analysis in a conservative direction. Indeed, the analysis so far has focused
on one societal role, that of evolving and sustaining commitments to pre-
vailing societal beliefs and the behavioral expectations they entail. We shall
see below that holidays also serve as opportunities for societal change, by
providing occasions to symbolize and embody new conceptions of social
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relations and entities. This is illustrated in the development of new roles
for women in religious holidays, especially for rituals in the home.

I turn next to show that holidays can and are employed to strengthen
commitments to a great variety of societal entities rather than only to up-
hold the dominant society’s values; these entities include social move-
ments, ethnic or racial groups, deviant religious denominations, and still
other societal entities that challenge established regimes or seek to form
new societies.31 Like pipelines, holidays are largely indifferent to the con-
tent of the normative “flows” they facilitate.

Although for a preliminary approximation it might suffice to propose
that various attributes of holidays (such as their prevalence, number of
participants, and the strength of recommitment that they evoke) correlate
negatively with societal disintegration, this proposition must be further
specified. Because many, if not all, holidays may have some kind of an in-
tegrative function, I hypothesize that numerous holidays that help inte-
grate some societal entities have the opposite effect on others. Returning
to my starting point, to the work of Durkheim, one notes that he focuses
on the integrative function of rituals for whole societies and for societies
that did not have significant internal divisions, at least none that he recog-
nized. This approach is best understood if one takes into account not only
the utilitarian and individualistic bodies of thought Durkheim was chal-
lenging, but also that his empirical base observations were drawn from
studying Australian totemism. That is, he was dealing with a very small so-
ciety with a high level of homogeneity and integration.

A theory of holidays applicable to complex societies needs to abandon
the assumption that holidays are necessarily unifiers of societies and spec-
ify which social entities they are serving. Instead, it should be assumed
that (a) while holidays do include an integrative mechanism, this mecha-
nism may work to solidify social groups and not necessarily a whole soci-
ety (indeed, an examination of the holidays of a given society can serve as
an indicator of the level of unity of that society), (b) the integrative effects
of holidays on the society will depend on the relationships among such
groups and between the groups and the society-at-large, which can vary
from confrontational to complementary, and (c) these relationships can in
turn be changed, and tensions “worked through,” during holidays.32 Some
illustrative observations, which give some preliminary and limited sup-
port for the preceding propositions, follow.

An example of a holiday that encompasses and unifies most members
of a community is provided by observations of the celebrations of
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Passover in early small and homogeneous Israeli kibbutzim. In contrast, in
contemporary American society, one finds—in addition to some holidays
that are widely, although not universally, shared on a national level (e.g.,
Memorial Day)—numerous holidays that are specific to one religious
group or another (e.g., Christmas and Hanukkah), to one ethnic group or
another (e.g., St. Patrick’s Day, Kwanzaa, Cinco de Mayo, Chinese New
Year), or, much less often, to a particular socioeconomic class (May Day).33

If there were systematic evidence indicating whether or not all these var-
ious differences in the ways holidays are practiced by various social entities
have increased or decreased over a specific period (for instance, during the
second half of the twentieth century) in a given society, this would provide
a global indicator of the extent to which that society, in that period, had be-
come more fragmented or more unified. For instance, one would expect
that the rising diversity and intergroup tension in American society since
 would be reflected in a rising diversity in the way holidays are cele-
brated by various ethnic and racial groups. Lacking systematic evidence to
this effect, one must either rely on casual and informal observations or re-
gard the preceding statements as strictly theoretical propositions.

Holidays can serve to modify the relationships between societal parts
and the whole, to the extent that such a whole exists. In some ceremonies,
conscious and systematic efforts are made to ensure that a particular
group holiday does not undermine the commitment to the whole. One
symbolic expression of the commitment to the whole is to display flags
during parades, ceremonial speeches, and prayers. When a group in the
United States seeks to reinforce its members’ commitments not only to the
group but also to the society at large, the celebrants often display both eth-
nic flags (e.g., Italian) and the Stars and Stripes.34 Most speakers, religious
functionaries, and community leaders—if the said disposition is sought—
are careful to include “. . . and God bless America” or some other such ex-
pression to indicate their loyalty to the whole, stressing that their group
upholds dual loyalties, and hence, its particularistic commitments do not
conflict with its commitment to the larger national society.

Ellen Litwicki’s analysis of ethnic celebrations in Chicago between 

and  (chapter  in this volume) provides a telling example of the ten-
sion that exists between ethnicity and assimilation. Drawing much of her
evidence from ethnic newspapers, Litwicki makes a compelling case that
these groups used holiday celebrations to consciously represent both their
ethnic history and their loyalty to the United States, creating what she
refers to as “mutually reinforcing identities.”
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Cinco de Mayo offers a different view of the way holidays reflect diver-
sity within a society. The holiday commemorates the Mexicans’ defeat of
the French at the Battle of Puebla on May , . Over the past decades,
Mexican immigrants and Mexican Americans have begun to celebrate
Cinco de Mayo in growing numbers. A traditional celebration of the holi-
day once typically involved a dance, which was preceded by a civic pro-
gram including speeches highlighting the historical significance of the
holiday, poems expressing Mexican patriotism, and/or theatrical reenact-
ments.

Through the s, such celebrations were held in a few states in the
southwestern United States. With the rise of the Chicano movement, the
celebration of Cinco de Mayo was expanded and transformed into a more
general celebration of ethnic heritage and an opportunity to advance the
political goals of a particular ethnic group. The holiday was increasingly
promoted as more than the commemoration of a battle in a war for Mexi-
can independence; it was also a celebration of shared culture and heritage
that would “galvanize group emotions and affirm group identity.”35

Schools in areas with large Mexican-American populations began to use
the occasion of Cinco de Mayo to incorporate Hispanic events and tradi-
tions into their curricula. Chicano student activists at colleges and univer-
sities organized Cinco de Mayo events that paired traditional festive ele-
ments such as a fiesta and dancing with features meant to reinforce cultural
identity (ballet folkloricos, mariachi music, and teatros) and political soli-
darity (displays of politically based art and speeches addressing current po-
litical issues and the significance of the holiday for all colonized peoples).36

Yet Cinco de Mayo’s transformation into a major festival of ethnic
pride has now been superseded by a second transformation: into a holiday
with cross-cultural appeal. By the s, Cinco de Mayo festivals could be
found in twenty-one U.S. states, and the holiday is now known and cele-
brated across the United States. It has been increasingly embraced not
only by non-Mexican Hispanics but also by non-Hispanic Americans. At a
typical Cinco de Mayo celebration in Oklahoma City, an observer found
the scene “perplexing.” On the one hand, much of the music, food, and
souvenirs he encountered seemed typically Mexican. On the other hand,
“The sea of Chicano and non-Chicano faces, the tacos, Cokes and corn-
dogs [he] passed suggested Cinco de Mayo was on the verge of becoming
another Fourth of July.”

Today, some would say that Cinco de Mayo’s relationship with Mexico
is like St. Patrick’s Day’s relationship with Ireland. The holidays’ ethnic
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roots are still clear, but both have become genuinely American rituals:
American companies sponsor Cinco de Mayo parties in the western and
southwestern United States, and supermarkets and other retailers offer
Mexican and Hispanic goods to mark the occasion.37 As with St. Patrick’s
Day, celebration of Cinco de Mayo in its country of origin is fairly sub-
dued. Cinco de Mayo rituals that have become de rigueur in the United
States—huge, often multi-day parties, with fried food, alcoholic drinks,
mariachi music, and, generally, a carnival atmosphere—are practically un-
known in Mexico.38

Clearly not all particularistic holidays are celebrated in such a dual
(group- and society-building) manner. Some group celebrations are disin-
tegrative for the society as a whole, are openly oppositional and challenge
the societal mores and symbols, or even serve as outright expressions of a
breakaway from the societal whole or from some other group. Native
Americans, especially the Wampanoag, have used Thanksgiving as a
protest holiday, a day of fasting and mourning.39 Several New York City
schools also adopted this protest perspective, teaching children that
Thanksgiving marks a day on which “‘strange looking’ people . . . landed
in the family’s backyard and proceeded to ransack their homes, cut down
their trees, kill their pets, and take tomatoes from their gardens.”40 Intense
debates about Columbus Day mark similar societal divisions, with some
seeing the day as a recognition of a great discovery by the man who
opened the door for the creation of the American society, while others
view the day as a celebration of a brutal killer and conqueror who should
not be lionized.41

Francesca Polletta’s essay in this volume looks at the relationship be-
tween holidays and protest, especially with respect to public demonstra-
tions during holiday celebrations. She finds that public rituals provide ripe
opportunities for dissenters to communicate that they are staying true to
the values of the holiday while other celebrants are not. She goes on to argue
that this dissension can actually breed unity by welcoming disagreement.

Kwanzaa was originally a protest holiday of sorts, invented by black na-
tionalist Maulana Karenga in the s as an alternative to Christmas and
to help American blacks reconnect with their African ancestry and protect
themselves from domination by white values and the holidays that enforce
them. According to his own account, Karenga took the name “Kwanzaa”
from the Swahili phrase matunta ya kwanza, meaning “first fruits.”
Karenga’s authoritative book, The African American Holiday of Kwanzaa,
explains that the holiday is a harvest festival that celebrates seven core
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values, over the course of seven days (December  through January ).
A menorah-like ornament called a kinara holds seven candles, which are
to be lit in sequence to honor each value: unity, self-determination, col-
lective work and responsibility, cooperative economics, purpose, creativ-
ity, and faith. The last night of the holiday, December , is a time when
families gather for a communal feast (karamu). All these elements, ac-
cording to Karenga, are meant to foster values and principles that repre-
sent traditions from all regions of Africa in an effort to “reaffirm
African culture” and, in conjunction with this, serve as a “political act of
self-determination.”42

The early promoters of Kwanzaa were members of US, a group that in-
cluded political activists such as Karenga and LeRoi Jones, who is now
known as the radical poet Amiri Baraka.43 (Baraka gained notoriety for his
poem “Somebody Blew Up America,” which suggested that Israelis re-
ceived advance warning of the September  attack on the World Trade
Center.)

However, over time, Kwanzaa has become more mainstream. In the
past twenty years, stores have begun to sell Kwanzaa cards, wrapping
paper, teddy bears, and cookbooks. Kwanzaa celebrations have moved
from the home to churches, community centers, and schools.44 And many
schools have incorporated Kwanzaa into their multicultural curricula.

In her enlightening essay in this volume, Anna Day Wilde examines the
evolution of Kwanzaa from a protest-driven holiday into a mainstream
cultural celebration for the African-American community. She argues that
the development of Kwanzaa into a “middle-class holiday” is consistent
with the notion of multiculturalism, whereby middle-class blacks attempt
to reconnect with their African roots while still trying to integrate them-
selves into a “pluralist” society.

Holidays can also be used to work out a new relationship between soci-
ety and a member group and, in the process, advance and ritualize a
change in the beliefs of those involved. That is, integration is achieved as
Durkheim would expect but in a way he did not consider: by changing the
beliefs around which society congeals. (The point is not that Durkheim
did not recognize changes in symbols and rituals, but that his theory did
not allow for changes in the level of societal integration that are achieved,
in part, by changing the content of holidays, as is hypothesized here.)
Some illustrative examples follow.

The establishment of a holiday honoring the late Martin Luther King Jr.
has been an ongoing source of contention. Initially, the idea that there
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should be a holiday marking Martin Luther King Jr.’s birthday was met
with considerable opposition, especially from conservatives, including
President Ronald Reagan. But after fifteen years of considerable lobbying
by civil rights groups, the government declared King’s birthday a federal
holiday in . Those opposed to declaring the day an official holiday
generally offered either an economic argument (“we can’t afford to give
workers another paid holiday”) or an argument that Martin Luther King
Jr., as an individual, was not worthy of having his own holiday.45 Such
contentions were generally rejected by proponents of the new federal holi-
day, who often claimed that objections to Martin Luther King Jr. Day were
rooted in racism.46

Many states initially resisted establishing King’s birthday as an official
holiday and were only gradually won over. Kentucky and North Dakota
recognized the day, but not as a paid holiday. Conservative Arizona was
particularly slow to join the other states in this regard. New Hampshire
chose to follow its individualistic streak and declared a Civil Rights Day in
place of King’s birthday. South Carolina’s legislature finally agreed to rec-
ognize the day as a state holiday in —but the state’s House of Repre-
sentatives amended the legislation to remove King’s name, instead calling
the day, like New Hampshire, “Civil Rights Day.” Other states recognized
Martin Luther King Jr. Day, but not as a paid holiday.47

While many believe that Martin Luther King Jr. Day is the first
“African-American holiday” that is also a holiday for all Americans (in
contrast to, say, Kwanzaa or Emancipation Day), some African Americans
remain wary of attempts to universalize King’s identity, and, at the same
time, the holiday is still more actively celebrated by African Americans
than by whites.48 Debates persist today about whether the holiday should
be focused on Martin Luther King Jr.’s advancement of black civil rights in
particular or whether it should be a time for more-general consideration
of the need for tolerance of diversity.

The process that led to the inauguration of Martin Luther King Jr. Day,
as well as its implications, are explored in Matthew Dennis’s essay in this
volume. Beyond providing an important historical account of the process,
Dennis also explores the motivations and emotions that guided both sides
of the debate.

A much more successful example of how holidays can allow us to work
through an intergroup difference can be seen in the participation of Viet-
nam veterans in parades and other activities on Veteran’s Day. Initially, the
refusal of large segments of society to treat Vietnam veterans as returning
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heroes or as individuals who served their country on par with those who
fought in the First and Second World Wars caused many to be reluctant to
participate in these parades. Nor could Vietnam veterans expect a warm
welcome from other veterans who did march.49 However, as the rift over
Vietnam gradually healed in the early s, Vietnam veterans participated
much more often in these parades, were more warmly received by the
public at large and by other veterans, and felt more positive about partici-
pating in these national ceremonial occasions.50 In Chicago in , Mayor
Richard Daley conducted a ceremony that officially honored Vietnam vet-
erans.51 In , the city council of Berkeley, California, once a center of
anti–Vietnam War protests, held a commemoration on Veteran’s Day hon-
oring those who fought in the Vietnam War.52

The extent to which the entire holiday calendar (or cycle) is shared by
a given society tends to be representative of the degree to which that soci-
ety is integrated and unified. It follows that groups seeking to establish a
firm boundary between themselves and the rest of society would be in-
clined to eschew this holiday calendar.53 This is true, for instance, for var-
ious Amish communities, in which holidays serve to reinforce group
identity as well as to emphasize separation from other societal groups and
the larger national community. The Amish calendar does not include
such public holidays as George Washington’s Birthday, Martin Luther
King Jr. Day, Memorial Day, the Fourth of July, and Labor Day. (The
Amish do recognize Thanksgiving and New Year’s Day, in addition to holy
days that are not recognized by many other Americans, including Easter
Monday, Pentecost Monday, Ascension Day, and a Second Christmas on
December .)

All this suggests that, to advance a theory of holidays, one must
strongly modify Durkheim’s notion that holidays serve to integrate a soci-
ety and recognize that, while they may solidify various social groups, the
relationships of these groups to the societal whole may vary from being
highly complementary, and hence integrative, to being rather conflictive
and disintegrative. The relationship may range from being one in which a
group is self-aware and well-defined, yet deeply integrated into a more en-
compassing whole, to one characterized by hostile relations or even civil
war (Kurds in Turkey, for instance). Additionally, groups that started as
conformist may draw on reinterpretation of holidays to aggrandize their
distinctiveness, while hostile subgroups—and the societies in which they
are situated—may reformulate holidays as part of the reconstruction of
society, its core beliefs, and its relation to member groups.
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In short, (a) whether or not a given holiday is integrative cannot be as-
sumed by merely observing that a holiday is celebrated, even if it is well at-
tended and celebrants are deeply involved. In addition, one needs to spec-
ify the reference unit: Which entity is being integrated, the society as a
whole, some other social entity, or both? (b) the nature of the relationship
between this entity and the society needs to be examined, as reflected in
the given holiday, and (c) one needs to introduce a dynamic perspective
that calls attention to the fact that holidays that originally integrated a
group into society as a whole may change to undermine that bond or that
holidays that originally served to divide may help work through differ-
ences to enhance not only the internal integration of a particular group
but also the integration of the society as a whole.

Public versus Private Holidays

Durkheim assumes that holidays are public events, in the sense that mem-
bers of tribes assemble as one group in one space, and the rituals involved
are shared by and visible to one and all. It follows that this integrative
function cannot be served, at least not as well, if holidays are celebrated
privately by individuals (or their families) in their huts, shanties, or subur-
ban homes, and not in public squares, parade grounds, or other points of
assembly.

Durkheim’s hypothesis finds some initial support in numerous reports
of communal celebrations of holidays in nonliterate tribes as well as in
Western societies, at least in the pre-industrial era. In eighteenth-century
rural America, when society was more homogeneous and most communi-
ties were much smaller than contemporary ones, holidays were often cele-
brated in public spaces. For example, a typical Fourth of July celebration
centered on a parade that ended up in a church, where the crowd was
blessed and shared a communal meal.54 Marriages were also communal
occasions, not family events.

David Procter’s essay in this volume is a case study of a contemporary
community celebration in Kansas known as Victorian Days. In observing
and evaluating the behavior of the festival’s celebrants, Procter shows that
the planning and celebration of these days helps to create a sense of “civic
communion.”

In contrast, in recent decades, families or other small groups have cele-
brated more holidays in private homes.55 The Fourth of July is now often
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observed at private picnics, outings with friends or co-workers, or in back-
yard barbecues, as the holiday has become less focused on commitment to
the national community. Thanksgiving is reported to have initially been
observed as a communal holiday that Pilgrims and Native Americans cele-
brated together, but since that time it has become mainly a family holiday.

Still, it is far from established that the privatization of holidays is neces-
sarily disintegrative. There is some support for the hypothesis that private
rituals can engender recommitment to the society at large in the same way
publicly shared rituals do and that some holidays can encompass both the
private and the public. (Talcott Parsons, for instance, suggests that holi-
days can be integrative even if celebrated privately as long as the commit-
ment to the society at large is recognized.)56

By and large, though, one can still determine a sort of private/public
ratio of holidays and assess which side is gaining and which is losing in a
given period or in a particular society. Religions, for instance, differ in the
extent to which they rely on rituals that take place in public spaces, such as
Sunday rituals in churches or Sabbath in synagogues, as compared to
those that build on family-based rituals that take place in private homes,
or a mix of both. Easter, for instance, is more public than Passover. Christ-
mas and Hanukkah mix both public and private rituals, but the balance
between their two fronts has changed over the decades, strengthening the
private and truncating the public.

Even in those shared, communal events that remain popular, some evi-
dence suggests that the outward appearance of what Victor Turner called
communitas57 (fellowship) does not reflect actual bonding. For instance,
one might expect public celebrations of the kind that take place during
Mardi Gras to create a sense of communal well-being or “emotional fu-
sion” in the large, diverse group of celebrants who gather for the festivities.
In order to determine whether festival and carnival environments actually
promote a transformation in the ways people relate to one another,
William Jankowiak and Todd White observed group interactions in New
Orleans on several occasions: Mardi Gras week, a Christmas parade, a
“nonfestival Saturday evening,” and Fat Tuesday.58 The researchers ob-
served individuals alone and in different group formations (dyads, triads,
or larger groupings), and they recorded different types of behavior (con-
versing, touching, hand holding, kissing, gift exchanging). They also noted
“unusual behavior.” On all occasions, there was very little interaction be-
tween noncostumed strangers.59 Many of the public interactions that were
observed hardly indicate the warmth of communitas: Sexual catcalls, par-
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ticularly from men to women, were especially prominent. The few other
out-group interactions were not much deeper than requests for directions.
The greatest amount of out-group interaction (interactions between
strangers) occurred when one or more of the individuals was in costume
or when there was an exchange of beads (during Mardi Gras). The cos-
tumes and beads of the Mardi Gras ritual functioned as “material props”
that seemed to ease out-group conversation and other interaction.60 How-
ever, even on Fat Tuesday, the people who gathered in New Orleans re-
mained a basically anonymous crowd of spectators, observing a parade
behind police barricades and reaffirming their relationships with the peo-
ple they knew before they arrived.61 All this points to the need to specify
under what conditions public holidays generate the kind of communal
bonding (what Robert Putnam calls “social capital”)62 one often assumes
to take place merely because the holiday is celebrated in public rather than
in private spaces. Moreover, there is some reason to suggest that the retreat
from public activities to more atomized experiences is further extended
even within private spaces.

A related question is whether the increased privatization of holidays
reflects an adaptation of holidays to the decline in the level of integration
in society or vice versa—whether the privatization of holidays helped
cause a decline in societal integration, as Durkheim would have it, or
whether both take place simultaneously, reinforcing each other. The obser-
vations that are available tend to suggest that an increase in privatization is
much more affected by societal factors than the other way around. Among
the factors cited are a decline in public safety, an increase in the level of
heterogeneity, and the decline of close (or “primary”) relations in growing
cities.63 We can see this, for instance, in the recent transformation of Hal-
loween. While the modern American Halloween was always something of
a tension management holiday, it was also a holiday that affirmed the vi-
tality and stability of a community. In recent decades, however, for many
children, trick-or-treating no longer entails walking from house to house
in their own neighborhood, knocking on doors, begging for candy, and
being welcomed by people who know them. Often parents are afraid to let
their children wander around after dark and/or do not know or trust their
neighbors. Some parents drive their children to malls, which have taken
advantage of parents’ fears by offering “alternative” Halloween activities.
Other parents drive their children across town to a safer neighborhood.
Thus, what was once a holiday centered on interactions within the local
community has become a more private and/or anonymous experience.
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That is, the increase in private holiday celebrations is said to reflect a
general decline in the bonding that ties small social entities to a society
and in the level of individual commitments to the society. It also reflects a
growing loyalty to particularistic groups (ethnic, religious, etc.), small inti-
mate social circles, and an emphasis on personal achievement and inter-
ests. It is no surprise, then, that individualism rose between  and 

in American society, the same years during which holidays have become
less public.64

It should also be noted that since , following increased concern
about the rising level of individualism and the decline of public spaces,
limited attempts have been made to restore the public nature of holidays.
For instance, a community in Ontario, California, annually sets up a two-
mile-long table, around which many members of the community, from di-
vergent social backgrounds, are reported to picnic together on the Fourth
of July.65 Furthermore, there are some reports about a rise in efforts to cel-
ebrate holidays in “artificial” extended families for single parents, other
singles, gays and lesbians, and still others who seek communities that are
more extensive than their households, especially during holidays.66 Fol-
lowing the decline of crime in major cities in the United States, there has
been some return to the old, more communitarian patterns and a decline
in paranoia; very few parents brought apples and candy to be x-rayed to
avoid razor blades in the first years of the twenty-first century as com-
pared to the s. That is, as the American society has begun, roughly as
of , to restore its communal elements, one witnesses some attempts to
shore up the public elements of holidays.

A major factor that deeply affects both public and private holidays—
both the balance between the two as well as the values expressed and un-
dermined by them—is the profit motive, especially in its institutionalized
form. It deeply affects almost everything, from the ways weddings and fu-
nerals are carried out to the ways in which Christmas is celebrated; it cre-
ates new holidays on which one is expected to send and receive greeting
cards; and it elevates material goods and undermines spirituality. This in-
creasing commodification of holidays is not further studied here, both de-
spite and because of its prominence. Its effects are already very well
known, making commercialization arguably the only aspect of this subject
that is well covered.67 Even so, this trend deserves a whole new and sepa-
rate analysis, especially one focused on how to restore less-materialistic
rituals.
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The Significance of the Holiday Cycle

To advance a sociological theory beyond Durkheim’s work, one must de-
termine the sociological significance of the fact that in most, if not all, so-
cieties holidays are repeated over time and in the same sequence. While I
was unable to find a comparative study directly focused on this point, an
informal survey of numerous cultures suggests that a fixed and annual se-
quence of holidays is one of the most robust observations one can make
based on cross-cultural comparisons, in the sense that it can be seen in so-
cieties that differ a great deal on numerous other accounts.68

The question for the sociologist is: What is the societal significance of
the particular sequence in which holidays are arranged? To suggest that
holidays follow the climatic seasons per se may be true, but it casts little
sociological light on the matter, unless one uncovers the social reasons
why some seasons are ritualized while others are ignored.69

One interesting sociological hypothesis that has been advanced in this
context deals with what might be called holiday subcycles. For instance,
Theodore Caplow (whose essay, drawn from the seminal Middletown
study, is included in this volume) notes that holidays focused on
children—Christmas, for instance—are preceded and followed by festivi-
ties that are built around aggressive, sexual, adult themes (e.g., Christmas is
preceded by office parties and followed by New Year’s Eve) and that major
holidays are organized in a particular sequence in order to emphasize
specific values at specific times of the year.70 We have already noted the dif-
ference between recommitment and tension management holidays; the hy-
pothesis should be added here that these two kinds of holidays will alter-
nate, rather than holidays of one kind being followed by more of the same.

The underlying assumption of both Caplow’s team’s observation and
the hypothesis advanced here is that the service to various societal needs is
arranged in a sequence so that after one need is attended to, attention to
the other gains predominance. The question of this hypothesis, developed
on the basis of informal observation of a few holidays, can be extended to
all holidays. It requires a macroanalysis of societal needs to determine if
they are all served by one holiday or another. Only after this is completed
can one seek to determine whether societies whose holidays are “properly”
sequenced show a lower level of social tension, a higher level of integra-
tion, and a greater commitment to their shared values than societies
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whose holidays are out of sequence for one reason or another, perhaps as a
result of the attempts at social engineering introduced by totalitarian gov-
ernments or, more recently, by religious fundamentalist ones.71

Restructuring of Gender and Kinship Roles: A Lagging Sector

Durkheim, dealing with small homogeneous societies, assumed that they
were monolithic; he characterized whole societies either as well integrated
or as suffering from a lack of integration. However, for complex societies,
it should be hypothesized that change in some sectors will lag after devel-
opments in others. And, based on some very preliminary and informal ob-
servations, outlined below, a plausible hypothesis is that holidays tend to
lag rather than lead societal change, and the more they lag the more they
hinder rather than advance societal integration. The reason is that some
members of society are likely to be more involved in the leading segment
of society (for instance, those younger than fifty years of age) while others
might be more involved in the lagging segments (those sixty-five years of
age or older). Hence, the greater the sectorial lag, the more tension one
would expect between the social groups involved.

This hypothesis can be illustrated by changes in women’s roles in the
preparation for and celebration of holidays. Women’s roles in holidays
seem to have been akin to their roles in other parts of the socialization and
moral reinforcement institutional infrastructure. Thus, in relatively tradi-
tional American society — in the s, for instance — women were
charged with preparing the celebratory meals, shopping for gifts, promot-
ing the holiday spirit, and so on.72 Similar accounts are available from
some earlier periods; for instance, the Pilgrim dinner, to which native
Americans were invited and which laid the foundation for the first
Thanksgiving in , is reported to have been prepared exclusively by
women.73

As the feminist movement started to challenge women’s roles in the
s, their holiday roles were also recast—but these changes seem to have
lagged behind other changes in society, and there is a significant measure
of regression toward traditional mores during holidays. There is some evi-
dence to support the preceding statements: Even in those households
where women work outside the home and husbands assume some house-
hold and childcare responsibilities, women still do a disproportionate
share of the inviting, planning and preparing, cooking, and serving of hol-
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iday meals; and above all, women are expected to ensure the warm glow of
the holiday spirit.74

Elizabeth Pleck’s chapter in this volume, cited numerous times
throughout the book, is an examination of family-centered holiday rituals,
including the role of women within them and how these roles have varied
over time and between ethnic groups. She argues that the domestication
of holidays thrusts women into the role of “queen of the home,” while also
stressing the importance of status and wealth in ritual celebrations.

All this is not to suggest that changes in women’s societal roles have not
been reflected in the internal structure of holidays. Some women lead reli-
gious services in both communal and home-based rituals in several reli-
gious denominations, and some have been ordained for posts from which
they previously had been excluded; a fair number of Jews have added Bat
Mitzvah (for girls) to Bar Mitzvah and rituals for naming girls to parallel
the Bris. In Jewish congregations, there have been several attempts to edit
sexist language out of traditional texts, for instance, by reading “she” (or
alternating between “she” and “he”) whenever the Lord is referred to as
masculine.

We also find fewer differences between the genders in nonreligious ritu-
als. Bachelorette parties have become increasingly raunchy—even as some
bachelor parties have grown tamer. One popular activity at contemporary
bachelorette parties is the “racy scavenger hunt.” In this party “game,” the
bride-to-be is required, for example, to approach men on the street and
ask them for a condom or to procure a piece of underwear from the man
wearing it.75

One of the most indicative changes in the way holidays are celebrated
and rituals are performed is the splitting of traditional gender roles, which
reflects changes in the structures of the nuclear family and, more widely,
kinship structures. Whereas formerly only one father-role and one
mother-role existed, there are now several versions of each, referred to as
“natural” versus “social” fathers, parents versus stepparents, “biological
grandparents” versus step-grandparents, and so on. The increasing com-
plexity of roles and relations is reflected in the inclusion in family holidays
of a large number of people who are related neither by blood nor by mar-
riage, but by former marriages, which one wit has half-jokingly called the
“ex-kinship structure.”

A considerable etiquette has developed for addressing who “gives away”
the bride (i.e., the natural father or the stepfather) and the place of the
natural mother during the wedding ceremony, as well as in rituals such as
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confirmations and B’nai Mitzvah when there is a stepmother. These exam-
ples indicate role changes, as the society is struggling to come to terms
with new gender, and related family, structures. However, since these
changes are not widely recognized, codified, or institutionalized, they are
lending further support to the hypothesis that the internal restructuring
of holidays lags behind other major societal changes and, hence, hinders
rather than serves integration, as the adaptation of one part of the
society—holidays—lags behind the others.

The essay by Mary Whiteside in this volume details, from a psychologi-
cal perspective, the role of family rituals in creating kinship connections
within families that include remarried parents. Her main thesis is that hol-
idays are critical times during which the futures of remarried families (in
terms of their similarity to “normal” nuclear families) are shaped and re-
inforced.

Editing and Engineering Holidays

Durkheim often treats societies and their holidays as given or as evolving
under the impact of unfolding historical and social forces, and not as sub-
ject to deliberate societal change.76 Modern societies, though, are to some
extent engineered and are subject to public policies that attempt to change
the relations among racial, ethnic, and economic groups. Hence, there
have been numerous attempts by public authorities (and by others) to cre-
ate or change holidays.

Diana Muir’s essay in this volume offers a fine example of this process,
as she recounts the efforts of American governors and other leaders to in-
troduce Thanksgiving to their constituencies during the nineteenth cen-
tury. As she explains, the holiday of Thanksgiving, which was historically
opposed by theologians, was spread not by popular practice but by the de-
cisions of public leaders.

Modifications of holidays both reflect changes in values and power re-
lations and help to formulate and ensconce changes in values and power;
such efforts can range from attempts to modify them on a relatively small
scale, which I refer to as the editing of holidays, to attempts to create
wholly new holidays—i.e., to engineer novel ones. Changes in the texts
used during prayers in places of worship (e.g., making them gender neu-
tral to reflect the decrease in gender inequality) are typical editorial
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changes; the introduction of Martin Luther King Jr. Day constitutes the
engineering of a new holiday.

Given that holidays tend to rely on the legitimization of tradition and
on affective attachment founded on shared memories and histories, a
question arises that is of much interest to those who study social change:
Do holidays lose some or all of their power to reinforce commitments to
values if they are extensively edited, let alone vastly reengineered?77 It is an
issue that has been long debated in numerous religious bodies, tribal
councils, and national parliaments.

Since religions are typically more traditional than secular ideologies (if
only because the latter tend to have significantly shorter histories), one
promising place to start the examination of the limits and opportunities
of the social reengineering of holidays is to ask whether recasting is less
subversive of the legitimacy of secular holidays than it is for religious ones.
(It should be noted in passing that, although Durkheim recognizes the di-
fference between religious rituals carried out by nonliterate tribes and
those national holidays that Robert Bellah analyzed as examples of “civil”
religion, to Durkheim these are but two forms of religion, fulfilling the
same essential integrative function. For Durkheim, while a society could
replace God as the source of sacredness, this did not secularize the icons,
cults, and rituals the society endowed in this peculiar manner. They were
all sacred.)78

In contrast, contemporary social scientists might well find it necessary
to draw a distinction between holidays that are built around sacred reli-
gious objects and those that surround revered secular objects, including
days that mark national liberations, independence, armistices, or civic oc-
casions such as New Year’s Eve. Like many other typologies, reference here
is not to pure types but to the dominant elements of each category of hol-
idays. Thus, a secular holiday may include some prayers, but the main
focus of the objects held in special awe and the values dramatized and rit-
ualized are secular. In the same vein, a largely religious holiday may in-
clude some secular elements.

A question arises, then, as to which type of holidays can be more read-
ily reengineered without undermining their legitimacy. I suggest as a hy-
pothesis that religious holidays can be more readily redesigned, without
losing their legitimacy, than secular ones. There follows some observations
that support this hypothesis, but they should not serve as a substitute for
the evidence that has yet to be collected and analyzed.
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In the Soviet Union, continuous, systematic, and deliberate efforts were
made to secularize holidays and to engineer new ones. Christmas and
Easter were abolished in , and November  (the anniversary of the
founding of the Bolshevik government) and May  (the day celebrating the
unity of labor) were introduced as holidays. In , the Sunday Sabbath
was abolished to create a six-day workweek. Gift exchanging was moved to
New Year’s Eve, and a secular “Father Frost” replaced Santa Claus.79 These
efforts were widely resisted. Despite the fact that they were banned, reli-
gious holidays continued to be observed by millions, and not always in se-
crecy. Sunday Sabbath was restored in . And while the Soviet regime
did not survive, the celebration of religious holidays did.80

When traditional holidays are edited (as opposed to new ones being
manufactured), and when the changes introduced are in line with changes
in widely held values and social needs, especially religious ones, modifica-
tions are much more effective. A case in point is the Catholic Church’s
shift from the use of Latin during mass to the use of the vernacular, sym-
bolizing a move from the devotion to strong universalism to a greater
openness to local cultural differences, as part of a much larger attempt to
downgrade the central role of authority and place greater emphasis on
communal elements of the Church. These principles also guided the deci-
sion, as communicated through Vatican II, to allow priests in the Roman
Catholic Church to face the congregation during the Eucharist portion of
the mass, whereas traditionally they performed these rites with their backs
to the congregants.

Traditional Jewish holidays were profoundly changed by Conservative
and Reform Jews attempting to make the religious rituals more accessible
to congregations whose members by and large did not understand He-
brew. Their members were also less willing to participate in prolonged rit-
uals, insisted on some measure of gender equality, and otherwise sought
to reconcile their Jewish commitments with other normative agendas.81

(For instance, many modern versions of the Haggadah drop or reinterpret
a line that calls on God to wreak his vengeance on “other” people.)

In another example, the Iranian observance of the Muslim holy day of
Chelum, which memorializes the martyrdom of the Imam Hussein, in-
volves a rather violent ritual: self-flagellation with heavy, hydra-headed
whips. However, in Tehran today, this ritual is more like a well-stylized
dance. Young men step in a circle to the tune of pleasant repetitive music,
gently waving small whips, with which they symbolically touch their well-
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protected backsides.82 This is not the only Iranian holiday that has
changed. Iranian scholars have suggested that the overwhelming majority
of young Iranians ( percent of the population is under age thirty) nei-
ther fast during Ramadan nor pray five times each day, as required by reli-
gious law. The transformations of these rituals may help us to understand
larger changes in Iranian society.

Although debates continue within these and other religious groups
about the appropriateness of deliberate efforts to redesign holidays—and
there have been some efforts to restore traditional features—many of the
new modes of celebrations are widely followed and considered legitimate.

Other editing of holidays includes the recasting of Thanksgiving, trans-
forming it from a Yankee holiday, primarily celebrated in the North, into a
national holiday after the Civil War and from a holiday celebrated on diff-

erent days in different states—requiring annual proclamations by various
governors—to one that is fully institutionalized and celebrated on the
same day nationwide.83

Establishing the extent to which holidays can be deliberately edited and
new ones engineered, and the comparative effectiveness of various ways
and means of such endeavors, is particularly significant in light of a chal-
lenge posed by historian John R. Gillis. He argues that American holidays,
rituals, and myths are lagging behind reality—that they represent a dis-
torted view of a society that is long gone, especially the notion that there
was and ought to be one “traditional” kind of family. He argues—drawing
on Marxist and Freudian ideas about the possibility of developing a higher
level of consciousness—for a profound recasting of our core myth (and
hence, our holidays and rituals), toward a formulation that provides a
higher level of reality-testing and a more genuine expression of our true
feelings and psychic needs.84 One may argue that this is what is taking
place, under the influence of various consciousness-raising and reeduca-
tion drives, despite opposition by traditional groups.

My hypothesis is that holidays can be edited, and even new ones manu-
factured, as long as they either reflect changes in values and power rela-
tions within a society or advance these changes without moving too far
away from the evolving trends. Thus, as race relations improved and we
witnessed a decrease in segregation and inequality (I choose my words
carefully), Martin Luther King Jr. Day gradually gained acceptance. It is
hard to imagine this holiday being introduced, say, in , let alone in
earlier generations.
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In Conclusion

Holidays and rituals provide a valuable tool for a sociological analysis of
societies both because they reflect various attributes of societies and their
major constituting social entities (i.e., they are effective macro indicators)
and because they serve to modify these attributes (i.e., they constitute
forces of societal change). To develop such an analysis, suggestions are
provided for a sociological theory of holidays that, in several instances,
significantly modifies Durkheim’s hypotheses and adds factors that he did
not consider.

The main propositions that arise from the discussion are:
(a) If one uses the society as the frame of reference, tension manage-

ment holidays are expected to be less integrative than holidays of recom-
mitment. Although both might contribute to the integrative state of a so-
cietal entity, tension management holidays are more prone to foster anti-
social behavior.

(b) A theory of holidays will benefit from taking into account that one
and the same holiday may have different effects on the integration of the
society at large than it does on the integration of some member units. For
instance, some ethnic holidays strengthen the communal bonds of mem-
ber units but undermine societal integration, while other holidays help to
reinforce not merely the integration of the member units but also their re-
lationship to the society at large. Moreover, a holiday that started as frag-
menting may serve as a societal process that helps work through conflicts
among the member units and the society at large.

(c) The extent to which holidays that have been previously celebrated
in public are privatized is expected to correlate with the rise of diversity in
society—unless countervailing efforts to shore up societal bonds are effec-
tively introduced.85 Moreover, the privatization of holidays that used to be
public will undermine societal integration, in conflict with Durkheim’s ex-
pectation that all holidays will serve to enhance integration.

(d) The particular reasons holidays are arranged in a given repeated se-
quence (or cycle) in a given society are not known. A preliminary hypoth-
esis suggests that holidays follow the sequences observed in order to serve
various societal needs, so that sooner or later most or all needs are at-
tended to. For this reason, for instance, tension management holidays and
holidays of recommitment tend to alternate instead of a group of one kind
being followed by a group of the other.
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(e) Religious authorities may be more effective than secular authorities
at deliberately changing holidays without alienating large numbers of
their followers.

(f) Changes in gender and kinship roles during holidays are expected to
lag behind changes in these roles in other institutional sectors, undermin-
ing the integrative role of holidays.

(g) Holidays can be extensively edited and new ones engineered if these
changes either reflect societal changes in values and power relations or ad-
vance these changes but are not “too far” ahead of them or do not other-
wise diverge from them.

In short, once we abandon Durkheim’s assumption of a close, positive
correlation between the occurrence of and participation in holidays and
societal integration, we are on our way to laying the foundations for a
much richer, nuanced, and empirically valid theory of holidays.
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